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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with modules and ideals of Integral 
quaternions. The first two chapters are primarily concerned with 
developing the general properties of quaternion algebras and their 
integral subrings.
A simple definition of quaternion algebras is given in Chapter I ,  
and their basic properties are derived. Using these properties,
Pall* s characterization of quaternion algebras in terms of ternary 
quadratic forms is obtained. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to 
proving various isomorphism theorems.
The notion of integrality is introduced in Chapter II, and the 
general properties of rings of integral quaternions over principal ideal 
domains are developed. The correspondence, first discovered by Pall, 
between classes of integral ternary forms and principal orders is 
derived. Using this, the following interesting decomposition theorem 
is proven:
Every principal quaternion order 0 admits a decomposition
© = R ® S* — where R is a quadratic subring of ©, S is 
6
a primitive ideal in R whose norm is s, and x c ®.
In Chapter III, the maximal orders over the p-adic integers are 
studied. If 0 - 0 (f) is a maximal local order, it is shown that 
0 — MgCZ^ ) when c^ (f) ■ 1 and that 6 is a non-commutative valuation 
ring when c^ (f) *= -1. Both of these rings are principal ideal rings 
and extensive use is made of this fact in proving locally the global 
theorems of Chapter IV. The crucial result is that if a, fl € 0 and
Na ■ N0 * (0,3) ■ 0 mod p, then a and 3 are both contained in the same 
maximal right ideal or both contained in the same maximal left ideal.
Principal orders over the rational integers are studied by 
localizing to the p-adic case. The rules for going back and forth 
between the local and global cases are given, and a unique primary 
decomposition theorem for modules is proven. The good primes for an 
order © are defined to be those primes for which the local order © is 
maximal. The ideal theory for those ideals whose norms are products 
of good primes is developed, and the following theorem is proven:
Let A be a primitive b-dimensional submodule of ©(f),
Ga = mP^ where m is the product of good primes and
det Fa ■ det FQ. Then there exists a unique triplet A b
of integers (a,b,c) and unique right, two-sided, and
left ideals, R, I, and L, respectively, such that
(1) A = R*I*L
(2) m = abc with b the largest factor of m
that is the product of primes for
which c (f) = -1.
Pv 1
(3) n(R) = a, n(l) = b, n(L) = c.
As an application of this theorem it is shown that if T is a  ^x ^  
orthogonal matrix, that is, if T'T = ml, m a positive odd integer, 
then there exist matrices
X0 ’X1 ”X2 “X3]
xl xo "x3 x2 j
j x2 x3 x0 -x1 |
N
y2 -y3 y0 yl
i
y3 y2 "yl y0
v
^ ^ 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2with xQ + + x2 + , yQ + yx + yg + - n^ , m *
and a unit modular matrix U such that T * MNU = HMJ.
vi
CHAPTER I
QUATERNION ALGEBRAS
There are many different ways of defining a quaternion algebra. 
Since this thesis is primarily concerned with rings of integral 
quaternions and their ideals we shall define the algebra in a way that 
will allow the speedy development of the basic properties we need.
Let k be a field of characteristic 2 and <3 a ^-dimensional 
vector space over k with basis P^ , P2, P^ . Let a, b  ^0 € k 
and define multiplication for the Pfc by the following table.
■
V
.
P1 P2 P3
p
0 L
po P1 P2 P3
pi P1
a
P3 ’
aP2
P2 i• • 1 P2 -p3 ;
b -bp]
°3 i; p3
-aP2 bpi -ab
We extend the multiplication by linearity and obtain an associative 
algebra called the quaternion algebra As usual we will imbed k
in <3 by identifying 1 and p^ .
Let a = aQ + a^^ + a2P2 + a^ P^  c ai e k.
We define the conjugate of & to be the quaternion
1
2a = a0 - “iPl " *2*2 * a3,P3 *
It is easily seen for c € k, a, P e £7 that
c a c a , a + P = "a + "P , a "& = *3 "a .
We define the norm N and trace T of a by the equations
N a = a a , T a = a + *a .
It follows that
2 2 2 2 —N a = - aa^  - ba^ + aba^  , Ta - T a .
For any a, 0 c G, we have
N(a0) = Na-NP , T(a + p) = Ta + TP.
A quaternion a is called pure if Ta = 0. Since
  2
0 = (a - a) (a - a) - a - (Ta)a + Na we see that every quaternion
is a root of a quadratic polynomial in k[x], The following lemmas are 
easily verified [5JlI+2]1.
'S’airs of Arabic numerals in brackets refer to correspondingly 
numbered references in the Selected Bibliography and page numbers, 
respectively. A single Arabic numeral in a bracket refers to the 
correspondingly numbered reference in the Selected Bibliography.
3(1.1) Lemma, a € Q is invertible if and only if 19a £ 0. If this
condition is satisfied, then a ^ = (Na) a^.
(1.2) Lenma. <2 is central simple.
(1.3) Lemma. If a and p are elements of an associative algebra IT over k
2 2such that a = a, P = b, ap = - Pa with a, b / 0 e k, then the
subalgebra ^ = k  + ka+kP + kap is isomorphic to (“£")•
An important application of (1.3) is that (—£— ) is isomorphic to 
the algebra Mg(k) of 2 x 2 matrices over k. For let e^, e^ g, e2^ , egg
be the defining matrices of Mg(k). Then e^ + egg is the identity
matrix of Mg(k). Now set a = eg^  + e^ g and P = e2l - e^ g. Then
2 2a = 1, p a -l, and ap = -Pa.
If  ^= x0 + xi®]_ + x2^ 2 + X3^ 3 € Ve bave seen tha-t
2 2 2 2 N? = sc© - ax^  - bXg + abx^ . If the x^  are considered as indeterminates
over k, then F(x^ , x^ , Xg, x^ ) = N§ is a quaternary quadratic form over k
with non-zero square determinant. The form F is called the norm form 
of <2 for the basis 1, p^ , ft-,, p^ . If a, p e <3, then
(a, p) = a p + p "a = T(a'p)
is a symmetric bilinear form. It has the following useful properties. 
(l.U) (i) Na = |(a,a), Ta = (i,a)
k(ii) (o3,ay) = N(x-(3,y), Oa,Ya) - Na*(3,Y)
(iii) (a3, Y) = (P,o y) = (a, Y *?)•
Now consider an arbitrary basis X^ , X^ , X2, X^  for G over k and let
? » I x ^ .  Then G(xQ, x^x^x^) = N§ « = -|(E x ^ ,  E x ^ )
= I! -i(X.,X )x x is a quaternary quadratic form called the norm form 
i,j i 0 i J
for the basis XQ, X^ , Xg, X^ . Let T = be the  ^x ^  matrix
taking the p basis onto the X basis. That is, X^  = Z P^t^. Then
k
' V S 5 ' ( I V k i ’ E " m W  - vEt ki< V  PJ V  ThU° ° ■ pT andk m k, m
det(G) = det(T)^ det(F).
A basis 0Q * 1, B^ , 0g, 3^  for ^ over k with 0^ , 02, 3^  pure
will be called a pure basis. We shall determine the multiplication 
table for such a basis. Since each of 0^ , ©2, *■3 Pure* the matrix
taking the p basis onto the B basis is of the form
iI
[o t !
where T = (t. .) is a 3 X 3 matrix of non-zero determinant t. Moreover, ij
the norm form for the 0 basis is
0  = xo +
5Let A^ * an(*  ^ We 'iave ^ e eQua^i°ns
-a 0 0
> II ►3
&io 0 T , det (A) = (abt)^ .
oo
1
ab
Let 3 s= (d,.) = (abt)“1adj(A). Then adj(d) = A. We will denote the 
symmetric group on {1,2,3) by • If O € then |a| « +1 or -1 
according as O is an even or odd permutation.
(1.5) Lemma. -|a|ab if a = (i,3,k) c S,
if two of i>j,k are equal.
Proof! An easy verification.
(1.6) Lemma. If a = (i,j,k) e Sy then (1,©^ ©^ ©^ ) = -|c|abt.
Proof! By repeated application of property (l.U.iii) of the inner 
product we have (l,©^ ©^ ©^ ) = |a| (l,©.^©^). But (l,©^©^^) =
(1, Z pitii* Z Pjtj2* £ V W  = i^ ^ 1,% PjPk^ tilti2ti3
•ab ^  l°lto(i)ita(2)2to(3)3 "
QmE.B«
Using (l.^ ) and (1.6), we have, for € By that
63 ’ (W  - “2A:id
(1-7)
(ei'ai V  * ■ 0
< V i V  = HV (1' V  = 0
(V ei V  = ( ^ V A ^ c -(1'eieA > = '°'abt
For o = (i,j,k), P(o) will denote the 3 X 3  matrix whose first, 
second, and third rows are the ith, jth, and kth rows, respectively, of 
the 3 X 3  identity matrix. Note that P(o)  ^= p(a)1. We can now find 
the multiplication table for the pure basis 1, 0^ , 0g, 0^ . We have
0 0^  ^= Xq + + x202 + x3®3 xi e k* ^ us
(1.8)
(1,0^) - 2xQ
+ x2 t0i'02  ^ + X3^0i,03  ^
+ X2^fld,82  ^ +
(8k'9iV " W V  + *eietfBs> + X3(8k<83)
Equating (1.7) and (1.8) and putting in matrix form we have
(|o|abt) = p(o)-A* x,.
\ 1
\ I 3/
7Solving for the we have
/
(|o|abt).A_vP(o)"1
l°\ 0 \
0
1
o|a*p(a)'
Thus the multiplication table for the 6 basis is given by
®i " 'Aii
(1.9)
V j  " “Aij + lal(dlkei + 32ke2 + d3 k V  for a “ € s3*
Let f be a non-singular ternary foxm over k with matrix & and let 
A - adj(d). d{ f) will denote the !J—dimensional algebra over k with basis 
= 1, 6 f^ ©g, 9  ^ satisfying the multiplication table given by (1.9)*
(1.10) Theorem. Every quaternion algebra is an <7(f) algebra and 
conversely every <5(f) algebra is a quaternion algebra. Moreover,
7a " x0 + ad;} 1(xi^ x2'x3)'
Proof: Let f ■ -bx^  - ay^  + z^ , a,b jl 0 e k. Clearly &{f) — (“jj^)<
2
Now let f, A be given. By using the fact that det (A) = det (3)
is a non-zero squar^ it is easy to see that there exist a, b  ^0 € k 
and a 3 X 3 matrix T of determinant t  ^0 such that
8a - (It * )
-a
0
0
-b 0 
0 ab
(IT)
Thus det(d) = t abt. We choose T or -T so that det(d) = abt. Thus
& bthere exists a pure basis 1, 0 ■ pIT of ) which has the same
a.bimultiplication table as the basis for £?(f). Therefore (^f) ss (“ "^)
Q.E.D.
2
Clearly +adj ffx^x^x^).
(l.ll) Theorem. If adj(f*) >= adj(f)T and if 9 *= (9y92,9^ ) and 
 ^ ^ ^ ^
9 st then there is a sign e ■ t 1 such that the map
f) defined by t(1) « 1, t(0 ) «= 0(eT) is an Isomorphism.
Proof: By (l. 10) there exist a, b £ 0 e k and an isomorphism
C7(f) ii* &£■) defined by M(l) * 1, M(©) * P U for U a 3 X 3 matrix
such that
Thus A o T' A T = T'U'
-a 0 0
A = U* 0 -b 0 U. 
0 0 ab
-a 0 0
0 -b 0 UT
0 0 ab
and hence
9by (1.10) there exists a sign e = + 1 such that the map C7(f*) (“^ “ )
defined by Ti(l) = 1, T}(e ) » p(eUT) is an isomorphism. Let T =» |_t rj.
Then t (i) = 1 and T{0*) = M_1(P(«tOT)) = 0U"1-U-(eT) = 0.eT.
Q. E. D.
(1.12) Theorem, If f* = and T1 = adj U,' then the map
(3{f*) £?(f) defined by r(l) = 1, t(0*) » 0T is an isomorphism.
%
& hProof; We may assume f) *= (—^—) and thus 6 » p S for same S of 
determinant s jt 0. Then we must have d « (abs)"*^ ad;j( A) and thus
det(d) m (abs) (abs) = abs. Let 0f * 0T » PST. Then again
det (3* ) = absu^  where u = det(u). But det (A*) = u^ det(d) = absu^
and A* = adj(b*) = adj U*A*adj U* = T' A T « A* » adj(ft'). Thus
b = and T is an isomorphism.
Q* E*Di
CHAPTER II
ORDERS, IDEALS, AND MODULES
Let R be a principal ideal domain whose quotient field is k and 
let O be a quaternion algebra over k. A quaternion act? will be called 
R-integral or simply integral if Ta , Na c R. A subset © of 6 
will be called an R-order or simply an order if © satisfies the 
following axioms.
(i) © is a ring.
(2.1) (ii) If a e (J, then there exists m f 0 € R such that ma c ©. 
(iii) © is a finitely generated R module.
By (ii), © contains a basis for d over k, and (iii) implies that 
is a free R-module since R is a principal ideal domain. Thus © is a 
dimensional R-module. If uu^ , is an R-basis for the
order ©, we write © = RU)q + Ru>^  + RWg + Riu^  = uj^ ] or
simply © = tUJo,(V ‘V tW3^
(2.2) Theorem. An order © = consists entirely of
integral quaternions.
10
11
Proof: We can choose an R basis for 6 with c k. But € ®
p
and hence e R. Moreover, uu^ « -N<*^  + (Tuu^ )iu^  e 8 and thus
Tou., Nuu, e R. Therefore, * (TU>. - U). )uu € 8 and hencei i i j i i j
= T^UJj) « R. Now let 5 = ^ xitwi e xi € R* T^ e*1
and
M ? » ^(S, ?) = |  E “ E (NU,i}xi + 2 (V Wj)xiXd € R*
■^{ j
Q.E.D,
(2.3) Theorem, If 8 C  <2 satisfying (i) and (ii) of (2.1) and if also
(iii*) Every member of 8 is integral, 
then © is an order.
Proof: if a, 0 e 0 then ap e 0 and hence T(a0) e R. But T(op) =
(1,00) = (a,p) = (TO. - 0,0) = TO*T0 - (a,0). Therefore, since
TO, T0 € R we have (0,0) e R. By (2.1.ii), there exists a basis 
0^ , c^ , c^ , e © for O  over k. Thus if § e 8, there exist x^ c k
such that § = ^ xiai* Moreover, r^ = (5,0^) = Ex^(a^,a,j) « R. If
we let A be the matrix ((o.,a.)), then solving for the x.'s gives
1 J 1
12
^ 1_A .
det A
Since A has coefficients in R, adj A has coefficients in R and
An order containing the identity will he called a principal order. 
If © is a principal order and A c <2 such that
then A is called a fractional right ideal in 0. Fractional left and 
two-sided ideals in 0 are defined analogously.
If A is a fractional ideal in 6 and if A c 0, then A is called 
an integral ideal or simply an ideal in 0. If A is a fractional ideal 
in ©, then uA C 0 for some m /£ 0 e R. Thus mA, and therefore A, is 
a free R-module. We will be interested primarily in ^ -dimensional 
R-modules. We will often use the notation [A), (A], (A) for right, 
left, and two-sided ideals, respectively.
a finitely generated R-module.
(i) A is closed under addition,
(2.U) (ii) A © C A,
(iii) There exists an m / 0 € R such that inACfi,
13
Now let e = r v  V W  be a principal order and A = [0^ , <X^, Og, <1^]
be a -^dimensional R-module contained in 8. In the following, we will 
define the symbols 1(A), N(A), and n(A) to be certain non-zero ideals of 
R; in the special case R = Z (the rational integers) the symbol will be 
taken as denoting the positive integer generating the ideal, and in the 
case R ■> Z (the p-adic integers), the power of p generating the ideal.
(2.5) Let 1(A) « R H A. Note that A has an R basis 0^ , O^ , a^ , 
with Oq € R and thus, l(A) »(a^. Let a * (a^ ,a^ , a^ , a^ ) and
uu * (uuo*uui*ui,2,U,3 *^ There is a 4 X 4 matrix T with coefficients in R 
such that a = itfT. Since A is ^-dimensional det T ^  0.
(2.6) Let N(A) = (det T)*R. N(A) is called the norm of the module A.
In the case R is Z or Z it is well known that N(A) is the number
of residue classes in the difference module 8/A.
Solving a = urr for uu we obtain uu = ^ . We now cancel all
factors of det T that divide all of the coefficients of adj T and obtain 
g
u> = where S is a  ^X U matrix with coefficients in R, he R, and
no divisor of h divides all the coefficients of S. In fact, S is
primitive as can be seen by the equation T»adj T » (det T)*I, which
gives T*S e h*I.
(2.7) Let n(A) = h*R. n(A) is called the reduced norm of A. n(A) is 
the maximal ideal (b) in R for which (b)*9 c: a. For If the prime ideal
Ik
(p) divides n(A), then p | h and there is a coefficient of S for 
which p I s . Now let pn| h and suppose (b)*© c a. Then bcu c A 
bs
and hence —r—“■ e Thus p | b and therefore n(A) (b). It is
clear that 1(A), N(A), and n(A) are independent of choice of basis 
for A and © and that l(A) ^ n(A) >^N(A).
Let ? = L xi<Xi € ^e^ ne "^e quadratic form GA by the
equation GA = N?. G. has coefficients in R and can be expressed as
A A
the product of an element m of R and a primitive quadratic form F^ .
Thus, GA = ®nd are determined up to an R-unit modular
transformation. For any choice of basis for A we call GA the norm 
form of A and FA the primitive part of the norm form of A. If T is
Tthe matrix carrying © onto A then GA = Gg and thus det GA =
(det T)2*det Gq = N(A)2»det Gq. Clearly, Gg = Fq and if det GA 
is a unit multiple of det Fe then A = ©.
(2.8) A subset A of © is said to be primitive if whenever A c b*© 
with b e R, then b is a unit of R.
(2.9) Theorem. If A = [a) is a primitive principal right ideal in 0, 
then
(i) a is primitive,
(ii) (Na)-R « 1(A) = n(A),
(iii) N(A) » n(A)2.
15
Proof: (i) is clear. Thus "a is primitive. It is also clear that
1(a) = n(A). Now suppose n(A) = mR. Then there is a P e © such that 
a p « m. Hence, (Na) • P = "a ap = m a and P = a . Since a is
primitive we have Na | m. But Na » a "a c A and thus Na»R * n(A).
I),
It is clear that G^ ■ (Na)*F0. Thus det G^ = (Na) *det F@ =
N(A) *^det F0. Therefore, N(A) = (Na)^ *R = n(A)^ .
Q* E*D*
An order 8 of O is s&id to be maximal if it is not properly 
contained in any order of Cl, If 0(f' ) properly contains 0(f), then 
the transformation carrying 9(f') onto 9(f) has non-unit determinant. 
Thus, since U«det f is in R if f has coefficients in R, we have 
(^ •det f')*R properly contains (^ «det f)-R. It follows that every
order is contained in a maximal order. A maximal order must be
principal since R + 0 is an order if 9 is an order.
We will now study principal orders more closely. The first 
thing we shall do is develop the multiplication table for a 
principal order and in doing so derive Pall*s characterization of 
principal orders [6;285] which will be used throughout this thesis. 
Let 0 = ] be a principal order and for convenience let
bj, = Tut and c±J - ^(ut,^). Then F0 = x^ + S b ^  + E eyX^.
1
If 0^  = U)i - -5^, then 1, 0^ , 02, 0^ is a pure basis for <3 over k 
with multiplication table given by (1.9)- Moreover, (9^ *0^ )
bibd= c±J - • Thus,
16
“i - -<Aii + T bi> + V i
and, for O = (i,j,k) e S^ ,
(2.10) . ,
V  - -<6ij + ?i*j + sl°l i a-kb»>
+ + ^)«i + + l ° l \ k V
Since the coefficients of <*J^, uj^ , and o>^  in the product must lie
in R, we have d^, 2d^ c R and thus & is the matrix of a ternary
quadratic form with coefficients in R. Furthermore, 2dik * bj mod 2. 
Since ii3 - &lka3k- 3 ^  ve have 41;) + ^  + -||o|
= (&ik + *5 !albj)(^jk + -IWIV + dkk^lClbk " dij^  which is always
integral. If we let uj^ = -iyb^ + with b^  ■ mod 2, then it is clear
that [ 1, u)^, U)J>, ] = [l,1*^,^, ^ 3 *^ T^us we bave proven
(2.11) Theorem. Let f be a ternary form with coefficients in R and
matrix d. Choose e * 0 or 1 according as 2d m 0 or 1 mod 2. Let
1 jK
uo^ = + 0^. Then [l,uu^ , <*>,,, ou^ ] is a principal order. Moreover,
every principal order can be obtained in such a manner.
We shall denote the principal order of (2.11) by 0(f).
17
(2.12) Theorem. Let f and f be non-singular ternary forms with 
coefficients in R and T be a 3 X 3 matrix with coefficients in R 
such that adj f* «= (adj f)T. If 9(f) « and
= thCn where a. = («l,»2f«3).
Proof: Let 9± = 0* = u>* - -|e*, 9 = (e^B^Q^),
0*= (O*,©!^), e » (e^e^e^, e* « (e*,e*,e*), and w = (**,<«*, ui*).
Then we have w = c + 9 and w# - -j c* + 0*. Moreover, [l,uff]
“ [l,w(-T)] so we may a a s u m  tha map d[T*) <%f) defined by
T(l) = l, t (0*) « 0T is an isomorphism. Thus t (o>*) = 'r("5€*+ ®*)
= -g«* + 0T » («T + -|(c* - eT). Hence, [1,t(®*)] - if and
only if e ■ cT mod 2. However, we know that
F0 “ 4 + r ei V i + E cijVj and v  - 4 + s w i + E cijxixj
have coefficients in R, and that (^c ) - c'e and 4A =
M-(c* ) - e* e*. Hence, e* e* a ■ Tfi+A.T « T*e’eT mod 2. It
# #
follows that e ■ cT mod 2 and thus that 9(f ) ** [1, ufl?].
Q. E.D.
(2.13) Corollary. If the determinant of T is a unit in R, then 
®(f*) «; ®(f)* In particular if U is a 3 X 3 unit modular matrix over 
R, then 9(f) 2: ®(fU).
We have an interesting decomposition theorem for principal orders.
16
{2.1A) Theorem* There is a basis 1, <U^, tu^, u)^ for ©(f) such that
“fe
®(f) - [1,°^ ] ® T  where [d33,UJl] Is an Integral Ideal of the
33
quadratic ring [ 1, ou^ ].
Proof: Let + Q^t u>2 = + Q2* “3 = S12 + 03* Then 0(f)
\ w2 * 1^3^23 " B1301 " a23e2 " *12 + &1301 + d23e2 + d3303
ai3a23 ■ (d13d23 ■ dl2d33  ^+ d3303
=
“2Thus ©(f) = [1,1*^ ] ©  [ ^ 3,0^ ] -g—  . For [d^,^] to be an ideal in
33
[1,0^] it is necessary and sufficient that ^ 3  | N(u^). But
= -5 (-^23 + 01 _ ^23 + 01  ^“ ^23 + L^1
2 2 
= d23 + (^ 22^ 33 ” d23^
&22&33 .
Q.E.D,
CHAPTER III
THE LOCAL CASE
In the following 4 will denote the rational numbers, Z the 
rational integers, and p a rational prime. will denote the 
p-adic coopletion of the rationale, the p-adic integers and
<3 = <3[ f) a quaternion algebra over 4^ . We will study the theory
of maximal Z -orders in &m 
P
(3.1) Theorem. Let Cp(f) denote the Hasse symbol. If Cp(f)
= cp(g), then ~  ^e)-
Prooft It is easily shown that c^ (f) = (adj f). Now suppose
cp{f) = cp(s)* Then. c^ (adj f) » c^ (adj g) and moreover the
the determinants of adj f and adj g are squares. Thus adj f and 
adj g are equivalent over Therefore, by (l.ll), f) ~
We must therefore separate the study of the local algebra into two
cases according as c (f) = -1 or c (f) = +1.
P P
A. The case c (f) ■ -1.
P 1
(3.2) Theorem. 7^(f) is a skew field.
2
Prooft The norm form for Ct( f) is F^ = + adj f. But
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^(F^) = c^ (adj f) = cp(f) “ -1 and det is * square. Hence,
F^ does not represent zero in This means that every non-zero
element of O has a non-zero norm and therefore has an inverse.
Q.E.D.
2
(3.3) Let f = px - cp(y,z) where
2 2-V y + z for p odd with V a fixed quadratic 
non-residue of p
«P(yfZ) 2 2
y - yz + z for p = 2.
$ is an integral form and c^ (t) = -1. Hence, © = ©(*) - Z p t l f ' W ' V
is a principal order of Cl.
(3.*+) Theorem. 0 is the unique maximal order of Cl. Furthermore, 
a e (2 is integral if and only if Na € Z^ .
Proof: For p odd, = 0 and uu^ = 0 Thus,
2 2 2 2 2
F© = X0 + ad;J 4 " X0 " V*1 " p(x2 " ^ 3)* For P “ 2> ex - ^
e2 = = 0 and therefore uj^ = + 0 ,^ = 0 ,^ uj^ = ^3* Tllus#
2 1 2  J . 2 2 nt 2 2.
F© “ X0 + V l  + TT X1 + adJ 4 = x0 + V l  + *1 " <X2 + X2X3 + X3^*
Combining these two cases, we have Fq = adj qp(xQ, x^ ) - p*adj tp(x2,x^ ).
Notice that if adj <p(x,y) ■ 0 mod p for some x, y e Z^ , then 
x ■ y ■ 0 mod p. Now let § = x^ + E x^ uu^  € <2, x^  e Q^ , and suppose
N5 ■ h / O' 'e Z . Pick s 2 0 such that y^  « pSx^  is a p-adic integer
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for each 1 and y^  is a p-adic unit for some j. Let T} = y^ + L 
- pS§. Then Nti = adj (y^y^ - P*adj (y2,y3) « p2sh. If s ) 0,
we have adj c^y^ y^ ■ 0 mod p and, thus, yQ - pyj, y1 - py^ . Hence,
2 2s
NT] » p . adj cp(y^ ,y^ ) - p adj q*y2,y3) = p h, s > 0. It follows that
adj <P(y2*y3) * 0 mod p and again yg • py^ , y^  = py^ . This contradicts
the assumption that one of the y^  is a unit. Therefore, s * 0 and
each x^  c Z^ . Thus, 5 € © and, hence, is integral. It follows 
ijnnediately that 0 is the unique maximal order of Gt.
Q. E.D.
Now let it ■ uu2 and V be the p-adic valuation on Q^ . We see
2that it = p and that it is irreducible.
(3.5) Theorem. If a ^  0 e <2, then a = €*n = itn€' for some integers n
and some e, e* e & with Nc and Ne* p-adic units. Moreover,
(i) 0 = (a e a | V(Na) ) 0)
(ii) U b (a e <2 | V(Nct) * 0} is the set of units of ©.
(iii) P = {a € <2 | V(Na) ) 0) is the unique maximal two-sided
ideal in 0.
The proof is obvious.
(3*6) Theorem. P <= «•© * (it), and the fractional ideals in 0 are
two-sided and are the integral powers of (it).
Again the proof Is easy.
(3.7) Theorem. (it) is the only proper primitive ideal in 8 and is
2-dimensional mod p.
Proof: It is clear that (x) is the only proper primitive ideal since
2
x = p. Also x, x<W^ , a Z basis for (x). By using the
multiplication tables we have, both for p * 2 and p odd, that x = dig,
*“*1 " “V  **2 m Vt *®3 = P<V  ThuS ^  “ [ P ' P ' W ' V and is
clearly 2-dimensional mod p.
Q* E.D*
(3.8) Theorem. If A is a ^-dimensional submodule of © such that
G^ ■ w^ere Pa a un^  mul'tiple of det then A = (x*1).
Proof: Since the norm of every element of A is divisible by ph it is
clear that every element of A is divisible by xh. Thus A = x*^ and
2
Gg = Fa* But det Gg » N(B) *det F^ . Thus N(B) is a p-adic unit and 
B = ©. Therefore A (x*1).
Q.E.D.
B. The case, c^ (f) = +1.
(3.9) Theorem. C7(f) ~  Mg(Q^).
2 2 2Proof: Let g = x - y + z . c  (g) *= +1 and therefore
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(3.10) Let 0 * M^Zp).
i
(3.11) Theorem. 0 is a maximal order of of O.
Proof* (118,886) Suppose 0 is an order containing 0 and let
a = E«..e.. e © , a. . e 0 . Then for any i and j we have
ij ij P
\j'kk ■ ekia'ejk 6 ®* »nd’ thuS' aij('ll + *22> - aij 6 ®* n %  - V
Thus a e ®.
.^E.D.
(3.12) Lemma. Let R he a principal ideal ring, I the lattice of
right ideals in Mn(R), the lattice of left ideals in Mn(R), wad
n 0
S the lattice of submodules of © R. Define the mappings I -*-♦ S
and I-TU  S hy letting p(A) be the set of all vectors (x^,...,xn)
occurring as a column of some matrix a in A and by letting X(B) be
the set of all vectors (x^ ,...,xn) occurring as a row of some matrix
3 in B. Then
(i) p and \ are lattice isomorphisms,
(ii) the ideals in Mn(R) are principal
(iii) the two-sided ideals of Mg(R) are of the form r*Mn(R)
with r e R.
The proof is well known [3j ). However, the construction of a
2k
generator of an ideal A is of interest. p(A) or X(A) is a free 
R module since R is a principal ideal ring and hence has an R basis, 
say x^, k i n  with « (x^,.. .,x^). Now let
a =
11
nl
0  •
x , 0nk
• •
with enough columns of zeros so that a is an n X n matrix. If A is a 
right ideal then A ■ fa). If A is a left ideal, then A « (a'], where 
a1 is the transpose of a. The ideals in MgfZ^) we are considering in
this thesis are all ^-dimensional and therefore are generated by
matrices with non-zero determinant. The submodules of Z © Z
P P
corresponding to these ideals are 2-dimensional.
(3.13) Theorem. Let a e G  with Na ^  0. Then a-'*'© a is a maximal 
order of G and every maximal order is one of these. All maximal orders 
have the same norm form Fq.
Proof: (Hasse) It is clear that a”^6 a is a maximal order of G  and
has the same norm form as Now let © be a maximal order of G.
Then 0 0* is a fractional left ideal in 0. Thus © 0* = 0 a. ©0*is
i--dimensional since 6 is 4-dimensional and 1 e ©. Thus Na jl 0.
# -K-
Now 0 0 is also a fractional right ideal in 0 and therefore
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© a ©* c © a. Since 1 c © we have a 0* c 0 a and thust 0* c a”^ 0 a. 
But a © a is an order and 0 is maximal. Therefore, 0 - a o a,
Q*Ea D«
r+1 .
(3.11*) Theorem. There are right ideals in © - Mg(Zp) of
j*
reduced norm p . They are generated by the quaternions p of the form
r-t
a
where a c Z, 0 £ a { p\ 0 1 t  ^r.
Proof: Every submodule A of ® Z^ has a triangular basis. That is,
A = [(x,y),(0,z)]. If
P =
x 0
y z
p
and n( p ©) = p , then Np * xz = p . Thus we may write
A m [(p1-^ ,/),(0,p^ ) ]. However, there is an a e Z, 0 £ a { p^ such
that a ■ y' mod p . Thus A = [(p >a)>(0,p )]. For every choice of t,
0 i t i r, and for every choice of a mod p^ we obtain a distinct module
r
A which corresponds to a right ideal of reduced norm p . Since there
t r Dr+1- 1are p” choices for a we see that there are Z p = ^
t=o p • 1
such
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ur+1 - 1modules A and correspondingly *----—  distinct right ideals of
reduced norm p .
Q« EaDt
(3.15) Corollary. There are pr + pr-1 primitive right ideals of 0
I*
of reduced norm p .
Proof: Let
r-t _
P 0
a
, 0 i a ( p* he primitive.
If t £ 0, r, then a must he prime to p. There are = p^ - p^”1
such a’s. If t = 0, there is only one p. If t ■= r, then p is
primitive for every choice of a. Hence, there are 
r-1
l + p +  E (p ~ P ) * P + P primitive p* s which generate 
t=l
distinct right ideals of reduced norm pr.
Q.E. D.
(3«l6) Theorem. The primitive right ideals in © of reduced norm p 
are 2-dimensional mod p . Let 
r-t u
p e^ + ®«2i + P *22 pri^^ive.
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A basis for p 0 is p = p e^ + ae2l, pel2 * p «l2 + ae22,
p «21 = pt«2l, P «22 " P^®22* If t * 0 °r r> then [ P) is clearly
2-dimensional mod pr. If t  ^0, r, then a is prime to p. Thus
P eir P «i2j ®P ®pn - p S  «m - Pr®n> aP epp - ptP *ip = pr®'21 '11 '11' '12 22
is a basis for [p). Clearly, [ p) is 2-dimensional mod p .
Q*E*D*
(3.17) L«t M be the set of p + 1 quaternions
n
1 0
a p
f 0 1 a ( P> and
P 0
0 1
Let M’ be the set of transposes of the matrices in M. The elements
of M (M* ) generate all of the p + 1 right (left) ideals of reduced
2norm p. If * is in M or M*, then « is irreducible and * ■ *c mod p.
(3.18) Theorem. The ideals [it) are the maximal right ideals in 8 
and every proper right ideal in © is contained in one of them. Moreover, 
if it , «2 € M and £ «2, then [*^ ) D [*2) = (p). (Similarly for 
the left ideals (it], it e M1)
Proof; 0/p© ~ Mg(Z/pZ). By (3.12) the lattice of right ideals of 
MgfZ/pZ) is isomorphic to the lattice of submodules of z/pZ © Z/pZ.
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Since Z/pZ is a field, the only proper submodules of Z/pZ © Z/pZ 
are 1-dimensional and are of the form [(1,a)]. 0 ^  a ( p or [(0,1)].
These are the submodules corresponding to the ideals [it) mod p.
The intersection of any two distinct 1-dimensional submodules is
easily seen to be 0-dimensional. Thus, if it^, it2 € M and £ *2,
then [x ) D [«2) * (0) mod p. But p e [x^ fl [«2) and therefore
[it^) fl [jt2) = (p). If A is a proper right ideal in ©, then A is
contained in some [«) mod p. Thus A c [«) + (p) = [«). Therefore,
the right ideals [a) are maximal.
Q. E.Di
(3.19) Corollary. If A is a proper primitive right ideal in 0,
then there is a unique jt e M such that A C. [*). Moreover, [it) = A + (p).
(3.20) Theorem. If a, P e 0, then a and p belong to either the same 
maximal right ideal or the same maximal left ideal if and only if
Na m Np ■ (a,p) ■ 0 mod p.
Proof: If a and p lie in the same maximal ideal, then clearly
Na ■ NP ■ (a,P) m 0 mod p. Now suppose Na ■ Np ■ (a,P) ■ 0 mod p.
If one of a and p is not primitive, then obviously they both lie in 
some maximal right ideal. If both a and p are primitive, then [a) and 
[P) are primitive. ‘Thus [a) ■ [it) mod p for some it € M. Hence,
it e Qi S mod p for some unit 8. Let p = P 9.
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Then Nit m N P ■ (*, p) » 0 mod. p and, furthermore, * and p lie in the
same Ideal mod p If and only if d and 0 lie in the same ideal mod p.
If [«) jfc [ p), then 6 « [it) © [p) since both [*) and [ p) are
2-dimensional mod p and [a) fl [ p) ■ (0). If itX ■ jcT) mod p for same
2 —X, T| e ®, then xXmxXmititTimO mod p. Thus [it) f| [3) ■ (0)
and © ■ [it) © [fl) . Hence, there exist |i, v e 0 such that
_ __ 2
p ■ «(jt + itv* Therefore, itp ■ it M + ititv ■ itM mod p. Adding p it
to both sides we obtain Om (p ,it) ■ itp + p it ■ up + p it. But
since the sum [it) + [p) is direct mod p, we must have xn a 0.
Therefore p a itv mod p and hence [£) m [S). Therefore, ( p] a (n).
Q.E.D.
(3.21) Lemma. Let S be a set, ACS, and R^ , Rg be two 
symmetric, transitive, relations on S. If A X A C R^ U Rg, then 
A X A C  or A X A C R2.
proof: Let a, b, c, d € A and suppose that (a,b) £ R^ , (c,d)  ^Rg.
Then (a,b) e Rg, (c,d) € R^ . If (a,c) c R2> then (b,c) c Rg and
therefore neither (a,d) nor (b,d) is in Rg. Therefore, (a,d),
(b,d) e R^ which contradicts the assumption that (a,b) ^ R^ . If
(a, c)  ^Rg, then (a,c) € R^ and we reach a cqntradiction using the
same argument with R^ and Rg interchanged. It follows that A x A C R^
or A X A C  Hg. QiE>d_
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(3-22) Theorem. If A is a primitive ^-dimensional submodule of 0
i
and if G^ « P^a* ^en k^ere exist quaternions p and p* in 0 and a
U-dimensional submodule B of 0 such that
(i) A = p B p*,
(ii) N(pp')*pr,
(iii) gb = fb . fa.
Proof: If r = 0, the theorem is trivially true.
Suppose r ) 0 and let A' be the set of all primitive quaternions in A.
Let R^ be the set of all (a,B) such that a, B e A' and a and B lie
in the same maximal right ideal. Let R2 be the set of all (a, 3)
such that a, 3 € A' and a and B lie in the same maximal left ideal.
R^ , and similarly R2, is an equivalence relation on ®. Foi it is
clearly reflexive and synmetric, and if (a,p), (B*y) c R^ , then
(a,y) e ^  s:*-nc®  ^ primitive and therefore belongs to a unique
maximal right ideal. Since r ) 0, we have Na ■ NB ■ (a,B) ■ 0 mod p 
for all a, B e A. Hence, by (3.20), A* X A* c R^ U R2 and thus,
by (3.21), A* X A* C R1 or A' x A* C Rg. Suppose A' x A* C  R1 and
let a e A1. Then every element 3 € Ar belongs to the same maximal
right ideal [*) that a belongs to. Thus A' C  [*) and hence A C [*).
Therefore, A c jcA.^ where G.
1 *1
the theorem follows. Q.E.D.
pr . We proceed by induction and
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(3.23) Corollary. If A is a 4-dimensional submodule of ©,
J*
= p F^ , and det is a unit multiple of det Fg, then there is a 
right ideal R and a left ideal L such that A = R*L.
Proof: By (3.22), A «= p B p* where G„ = F,, = FA. Therefore,
S  B  A
det Gg is a unit multiple of det Fg and thus B = 6. Hence,
A = p 6 pf = [p)(p* ].
Qa E«D*
(3.24) Corollary. If A satisfies the conditions of (3*23) and if A
is primitive, then the decomposition A = R.L is unique.
Proof: Suppose A « R’ •!»' = R*L. Then L and L' must be primitive.
But then L*® = © and L'<® ■ © since the only primitive two-sided ideal
in © is ©. Therefore, R * R.0 « R(L.0) = A*® - R'(L1 «0) ** R' and, 
similarly, L1 c L.
Q..E.D,
(3.25) Theorem. If R and L are primitive right ideals, then 
A = R*L is primitive and N(A) = N(R)*H(L).
Proof: If A s R.L e ph*B# then ph-0*B = ®*R*L = L and thush = 0.
Also, Ga = n(R)*n(L)F@. Hence, F^ « Fg and det G^ ■ N(A)2*det Fg
= n(R)^ n(L)^*det Fq. Therefore, N(A) ■ *t(R)2n(L)2 = N(R)*H(L).
Q.E.D.
CHAPTER IV 
THE GLOBAL CASE
Let Q be a quaternion algebra over q with basis p^ , P2> Py
We define the local algebra (2^ over in the following manner.
Let ^  be a ^-dimensional vector space over with the same basis 
Pq, p^ , P2, Py Let the have the same multiplication table as
they did in <2 and extend by linearity to a multiplication on all of
O . We can obviously consider <2 as a subset of (2 with the same 
P P
3
multiplication as before. If A a E Za. is a Z-module in &r we let
0 1
3
A * Z * A =  EZ a,. If A is a U-dimensional Z-module. then the
P P 0 P i
rational transformation talcing the p basis onto the a basis is also 
a p-adic transformation and has non-zero determinant. Thus, A
is a U-dimensional Z -module and GA *= GA- If 8 « 8 (f) Is a
P P
principal Z-order in <2t then clearly 0^  is a principal Z^-order in <2^,
We call d e -^ *det f the discr>«lnant of f (and of 0 (*“))• It can be
seen from (3**0 and (3*13) or from [6;267] that a necessary and
2
sufficient condition that be maximal is that p f d and if p | d, 
then c^ (f) = -1. Primes which satisfy this last condition will be
called good; the other primes (of which there are only finitely many)
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will be called bad.
The Z-modules in 8 will be denoted by A, B, etc., while the
Z -modules in 0 will be denoted by etc., or by A ,
P P P
B , etc. We call A^^C ■ A^^ 0 0 the contraction of A^^ to ©.
P
We need to Know the rules for going back and forth between 
the global and local algebras.
(J+.l) L e t . Let A be a ^-dimensional submodule of 0. Then 
A^  = (a e 0 | sa € A for some integer s prime to p).
Proof: If a e © and sa e A for some integer s prime to p, then
a € A since s is a p-adic unit and hence a £ A fl ® ■ AC. p * P P
Now let A * [O.Q,a^ ,otg,a^ ]. If a € 0, then there exist unique x^  e ^
such that a = Ix.a., But if a is also in A , then each x. e Z .i i' p' i p
Thus, there is an integer s, prime to p, such that sx^  e Z for each i
and therefore sa e A.
E.D.
(U.2) Lenina, if a and B are ^-dimensional submodules of © and
A^^ and B^^ are ^-dimensional submodules of 0 , then
P
A(p) =
A(p)c . (a(p )c£
(a(p ) n b(p >)c - A(p)c fl B(p)c
(1)
(ii)
A C A
A = ( A \  
P PT?
(iii) (A-B), A *B 
P P
3^(iv) (A n B)p C Ap H Bp , ( A ^ » B ^ ) C = > A ^ C • B ^ °
(v) A * Ap if and only if N(A) or n(A) is a power of p.
(vi) A^ p  ^* A^^ C p^ 0n<^ only there exists a Zp basis 
0 ,^ a^ , a^ , for A ^  with each 0^  € 8.
(vii) Ap = ©p if and only if p  ^N(A).
(viii) N(A) - JTN(Ap) = "|T N(Ap)> n(A) " TT n(Ap) - TT n(Ap) 
P P|N(A) P p|N(A)
i(a) -TT^V -TT i(Ap).
P P|N(A)
Proof: (i), (iii), (iv), (vii), and (viii) are trivial.
(ii) By (i), A => (A ) and A C  Ac. Thus, A c (a ) c a .
P P'P P ' P v p'P P
Therefore, Ap = (Ap)p* Again by (i), a(p)c c (A^ p c^)p and 
(A(p)c)^  c A<p>. Thus, A(p)c C (A(p)c)p c A(p)c. Therefore,
A(p)= . (A(p)c)c.
P
(v) Let T be the transformation taking 8 onto A. By (2.6) and (2.7), 
we know N(A) a |det T|, n(A) | N(A), and T*S « t n(A)*I for some 
primitive matrix S. Taking determinants gives N(A)bdet S = n(A)\ 
Thus p | N(A) if and only if p | n(A). Suppose A = Ap. We know
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that n(A) Is the least positive integer h such that h'3c A,
Y YIf n(A) = p s with s prime to p, then sp • © c A. But by (^ .1)
and by the assumption that A = this means pr»© c a. Thus,
s = 1 and n(A) and N(A) are powers of p. Now suppose n(A) * pr
_  1
and A - [o^ , a^ , J» If a c 0, then a ■ —  *a* for some
P
a* ■ E x^ a^  c A, since pr© c a. Thus, if sa € A for some s prime
™ i* rto p, then p *sa' * Zp sx^ a  ^ e A. Therefore, p | x^  for each i
and a e A. In view of (^ .1), we see that A - A .
P
(vi) Suppose A^ p  ^m Z^ [Ojya^ , a^ , a^ ] with € 6. Let
A = ZfC^Oj^,0(^ ,0^ ]. Then A C A^ 0 C A^ p\ Hence, A ^  = Ap <=■ ( A ^ 0)^
c A^ p  ^and therefore A^ p  ^= (A^ p c^) . Now suppose A^ p  ^- (A^ p c^) .
P P
Since A^ p °^ c 6 and is a Z-module, then A ^ c «= Z[ao,aL,a^ ,a^ ]
for some € ©. Thus A^ p  ^<= ( A ^ 0)^  = Z^ [ with a,^ e ©.
Q.E.D.
(^ *3) Lenaa. If A^ p  ^is a dimensional Z -module in © , then A^ p  ^  p p>
has a basis a^ , a^ , a*,, with € © and consequently A^ p  ^= (A^ p c^)^ ,
Proof: If la 4-dimensional, then n(A^) « pr for sane
r 2 0* If r = O, then A ^  * 0p and the theorem is true. If r > 0,
let A ^  = al»0t2»a3'l* There exist e 0 such that
2* 2* 
ai * °i n^iod P  ^and thus' ai “ ai + P for 3aine € ®p*
Let A = Z[Qy CX^ ,0^ ,a.^ ] + p 0 b ($2* Then Ap =
Zp[a0,ai,aS,a3:i + Clearly, Ap C  A(p), and
r f-n^since p Y. e A for each i, we have a. e A . Thus « A «* i p ' i p  p
Zp[W P2^ 3  ^ € ®* The re£|t the theorem follows easily.
Q.E.D.
(4.4) Theorem. If A ■ [a^O^a^a^] is a 4-dimensional submodule
of 0, then A = fl A^  • Moreover, if A^ P^  is a 4-dimensional 0 -module 
p|N(Ap> P
for each rational prime p and if A a fl A^ P^ ° , then A = A^ P^  for
P p
each prime p.
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Proof: By (^ .2.1), we have A C  f| Af. If 5 € fl A^ , then § € ©, 
  p P p P
and thus there exist unique c Q such that ? * £ xiaj[* then
each x^  e Zp for every prime p. Thus each x^  € Z, ? e A, and
therefore A = fl A°. Now if p K N(a), then A «= 0 , and hence 
p  P  *  4 "  P V*
AC s 0. Therefore, A = fl tP* Now suppose A « fl A^ p c^ with 
P P|N(A) C P
each A ^  -^dimensional. Then A C A ^ C for each p, and hence
Ap c (Atoc)p » A^ p  ^for each p* Thus n(A^ p )^ | n(Ap) for each p.
Let h * f | n(A^ p )^ = f j n(A^ p °^) and h * — -r -y . We see that
p p p n(AVPJ)
(hp,p) = 1 and that hp*@ c A ^ c for every prime q p. In particular, 
we have hp*A^ p °^ C A^q c^ for every q y£ p. However, h *A^ P C^ C A^ p c^
and therefore h *A^ P °^ C fl A ^ c ■ A. Thus, h *A^ P  ^= h »(A^C) c a .
P q ' P P ' 'P P
But h is a unit in Z and thus A ^  c A c A^ p\ Therefore, A « A^ p\ 
P P P P
Q. E.D.
(^ .5) Corollary. If A^ P  ^is a ^-dimensional submodule of 0 for 
each prime p and if A^ p  ^** 0p for all but a finite number of primes,
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then A a n A ^ °  is a ^-dimensional submodule of 0. Furthermore, 
P
n (a ) = T T w (a ^ ) >  n(A ) = T T n(A(p))> and X(A) - T T  i (a p^ ^).
p p p
(^ .6) Theorem. If R is a primitive right ideal in 0 such that
2n(R) is divisible by good primes only, then N(R) « n(R) ,
G_ » n(R)»F_, and there exists a primitive § e R such that R * [n(R),§)
It R
wff
and the g.c.d. (n(R),-^^} ■ 1.
Proof; Since R is primitive, each R^ is primitive. By we have
o
N(R ) a n(R ) and thus G., = n(R )*Fa . Thus,
P P P P P
N(R) “ TT * *TT n(Rp)2 “ n(R)2* Now Gr = for some positive
integer m. But G^ = Gjj for each p. Thus, n(R ) | m for each p and
P P
therefore m * n(R)*m'. However, m' is a unit in Z^ for each p.
rl ruTherefore, mf « 1 and G^  = n(R)»F1J. Now let n(R) = p. ••• pK K X U
ri u  Cand R = a *0 with Na. « p. so that R =* H R  . For each i
Pi i Pi i U 1  Pi
2r 2
there exists ? e R such that a. ■ 5. mod p . Let h ■ n(R)i p^ i i  l
“2riand = h ^  . Then h^ is prime to p^ so there exists e Z
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2rt
such that ■ 1 mod • Finally, let ? = 811(1 consider
the ideal [n(R), ?) in 0. If p f n(R), then [n(R), ?)^  = ©^ . If p = p^
2 r l. Thus. fn(R>.5#^idivides n(R), then ? • ^  mod p.^ , [ ),§)
r±
[Pi = ai®p “ Rp * Therefore, R ® [n(R),§). Moreover,
^1 2l*i N?N5 » Na^ ■ p^ mod p^ and therefore the g.c.d, (n(R), ) = 1.
From the construction of §, it is clear that if p j n(R), then
p | § in 8. Thus, if 5 = s§* with s c Z and §* primitive, then s is
prime to n(R) and there exist integers a and b such that as + b*n(R) = 1.
Hence, 5* = as5* + b*n(R)?' = a5 + b-n(R)§* e [n(R),S). Since a is
prime to n(R), it is clear that [n(R),§*) = [n(R),§). Furthermore,
N?1 = a2!?? + ab*n(R) *(?,§') + b2*n(R)2Net. Since n(R) | (5, S1 ) we
Ng*,
'nrn]
Mpt
have the g.c.d. (nfR),—^ }  * 1.
.^E.D.
(4.7) Theorem. Let R be a primitive right ideal in 0(f) such that 
n(R) is divisible by good primes only. If n(R) = m^mg where m^ is
the largest factor of m divisible only by primes for which c^ (f) = -1
then the two-sided ideal I = ©*R is the ideal fl R and n(l) = m^ .
P |»1P
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Proof: If c (f) = +1, then I = © *R * 0 since R is primitive.----  pw  ' p p p p p *
If c (f) ** -1, then I = 0 *R = R since ideals are two-sided in this 
V * P P P P
Q
case. Therefore, I = H R  and n(l) - m..
Pi®! P
Q.E.D,
(4.8) Theorem. The two-sided ideals in 0(f) whose reduced norms are 
divisible by good primes only commute. If I is a primitive such ideal, 
then I2 = n(l)*0.
Proof: The theorem is true if it is true for primitive two-sided
ideals. Let I and J be primitive two-sided ideals whose reduced
norms satisfy the conditions of the theorem. If Cp(^ ) * then
I = j s 0 since I and J are primitive. If c (f) * -1, then 
P P P V V P
(U) - I -J ** J *1 - (J*I) . Thus U  * JI. Again, if I is primitive,
P P P P P 7P '
the only primes p that divide n(l) are those for which c^ (f) ■ -1.
If P | n(l), then 1^ is a proper primitive ideal of ©^  and thus is
2
the maximal ideal («). But (x) = (p). Hence, n(lp) « p and
(I)2 - p 6 . Therefore, I2 ■ fl 1° » fl P ® = ( TT p)’® - n(l)-®. 
P P P P K D  pf»(I)
£»Dt
(;+.9) Theorem. Let A be a primitive, ^-dimensional submodule of © 
with Ga = mFA and det FA = det Fq. If m is divisible by good primes 
only, then there exists a unique triplet of integers (a,b,c) and 
unique right, two-sided, and left ideals R, I, and L, respectively, 
such that
(i) A = RIL
(ii) m = abc with b the largest factor of m divisible only by
primes for which Cp(f) = -1
(iii) n(R) = a, n(l) - b, n(L) - c.
Proof: If p I m, then det GA is a p-adic unit times det Fq and 
P
hence A = © . If p | a, then GA o prm'FA where m* is a p-adic unit. 
P P P P
Thus, det ®'FA is a unit multiple of det Fq . Hence by (3*8)
P P
if Cp(f) = then is a two-sided ideal of and by (3.23)
if Cp(f) =: +1, then A^  is uniquely expressible as a product R ^ * L ^
of a right and left ideal in © . Now let b be the largest factor of m
P
for which c (f) - -1 and let m' = . Let I « fl A°, R = 0 R^°,
P b P|b P p|m'
L - n L^ P C^, and B = R-I-L. Then B * R *1 *L . Thus, B = A if 
p|n, P P P p P P
k2
p I b, B - R^*I *l/P  ^- R ^ L ^  - A if p | m', and 
p P P 1
B = © = A ifp/m. Thus, A « B « R*I*L. Clearly, n(l) * b.p  p  p
Let n(R) > a, n(L) = c. I f  p | a' we know that G^ = n(R )*n(L )P@
p P P P
and if p | b we know that G «* n(A )*Pg * Therefore,
P P P
m  « T T  n (Rp ) * I T  n (Ap) * T T  n(Lp ) * abc*
p |m’ p [b p |m*
■^EiD.
Let © * Z[u)Q,u>^ ,cUg,u> ] be a principal order in Cl and let
Cl m (u,Q>tl2.,0l,2,U,3^ * Por a € ^ there exist unique matrices qp(a),
♦(a) e M^ (Q) such that a Cl = Cl*qp(a) and Cl a « Cl ♦ (<*)• It is easily
shown that qp(a + p) ■ qp(a) + qp(P), qp(a p) = qp(a)*qp(p), and that 
t(a + P) = t(a) + t(P), t(a p) « (^p)-t(a). Thus, cp is a (^homomorphism
and ji is a Q-anti-homomorphism of C into M^ (q). Q is simple and
therefore each of ker qp and ker f is either 0 or C7. But 1 € O and
hence qp(l) = t(l) = 1^   ^0. Thus ker qp = ker if « 0 and therefore
qp and t are monomorphisms. Now a Cl P = a(Cl p) = (a O)t(P) =
£1 ep(a)*t(p) on one hand, and on the other hand, a Cl p = (a Cl)p *
Cl ep(a)p - (Cl P)qp(a) = Cl ♦(p)*qp(a). Therefore, qp(a)-f(p) »= +(P)*<P(a) 
for every a, p € Q. If we restrict cp and  ^to ©, they they are
-1*3
monomorphisms from 8 into M^ (z)* We can now apply (^ .9) to derive 
an interesting result.
(^ .10) Theorem. Let T € M^{z) be a primitive matrix such that T’T » ml 
where m is an odd positive integer. Then there is a unique pair of 
integers (m^ ,mg) and there exist matrices
M =
’xo -*1 ~X2 “X3_ ~yo *yi -y2
*1 xo -x3 X2
, N -
yi y0 y3
X2 X3 xo "*1
7
y2 -y3 y0
_X3 ”X2 *L xo_ _y3 y2 -yl
with
2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2
*0 + *X + »2 + X 3 - V  70 + yl + y2 + y3 " “2' m = " W  and a 
unit-modular matrix U c M^(Z) such that T ■ MNU * RMU.
2 2 2Proof: Let f = x + y + z . Then 8(f) is the ring of Lipschitz
quaternions with the usual basis 1, i, j, k. The norm form for this
2 2 2 2basis is Pq = Xq + x^  + Xg + x^ . The prime 2 is the only bad prime 
in this order and c^(f) = +1 for odd primes. It is well known that 
the ideals of odd norm are all principal. Now let G » (1, i,j,k)
and A be the submodule whose basis is G T. Then A is primitive and
2 2 2 2
Ga = ®(xq + ^  + Xg + x^ ). Since m is odd, Cp(f) * +1 for every prime 
dividing m. Thus, by (^ .9) there exists a unique pair (m^ ,rag) of 
integers and unique right and left ideals R and L, respectively, such
44
that A = R*L, n(R) = m^ , n(L) *= mg, and m - m^ nig. But m^ and mg
are odd and thus R = [5), L « (t]] for some 5 = xQ + x^ i + Xgj + x k^
2 2 2 2
and T] = yQ + y^ i + ygj + y^k. Moreover, xQ + + Xg + x^ « N§ « n(R) - m^,
2 2 2 2yQ + y1 + y2 + = NT| b n(L) = fflg, and, by direct computation, tp(§) = M,
♦(t]) = N. It is easily seen that § fl T) is a basis for [§)•(*!] ■ A.
Thus, there is a unit-modular matrix U e M^ (Z) such that fi T = 
cp( 5) ♦(‘n)U . fl ♦(T))qp(?)U. Therefore, T = MNU « NMU.
Q.E.D.
Notice that 5 and Tl can be written as the product of irreducible 
quaternions of prime norm. That is § = «^ *jtg* * and T| = 
with Nk^  and Nx^ primes for each i. Thus, M = cp(5) * qp(*t^)-qp(w2)• - • cpCn^ ) 
and N = ♦(!)) » ' * ^(*2 *^ ^ *1^ wbere has tlie same fonn as M
and 4(*J) has the same form as N.
Other applications of (^ .9) and the theory developed in this 
thesis should be possible. One such Is the generalization of (4.10) to
(4.11) Conjecture. If F is a norm form of seme principal order 0, and
m
if T € M^(Z) is a primitive matrix such that F = mF and m is the
product of good primes, then there exist matrices Nj, P^ e M^ (Z),
1=1, . . r, j = 1, ...,s, k = 1, ..., t, and a unit-modular matrix 
U e M^ (Z) such that T - (l^ Ng* '-Nr)* (M^ • *Ms)* (P^ • *Pt), det N±, det
det Pk are primee, and - P ^ ,  - P ^ ,  P ^  - P ^ .
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